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Message from the President

“On the other side of a storm is the strength that comes from having navigated through it.
Raise your sail and begin.”
Dear Students,
The above words of Gregory S. Williams, a noted author, come to befit the present times,
the situations entailing and the challenges accompanying, quite aptly. It would not be an
exaggeration to say that the pandemic which began in 2020 and brought with it, its
second wave in 2021 has been trying for all of us on various fronts. Be it our personal
health or that of our close family members, the impact has been quite draining. And yet I
would commend each one of you for the strength and grit that you have portrayed as
you endured the ordeals that came your way.
Friends, to me true professionalism, as I have often said, is not limited to the boundaries
of a course and its curriculum, even further its profile of work; rather, true
professionalism, if you ask me, is a way of life. The traits that would be expected of you
in your professional journey are the ones that you shall be required to portray in any
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and every arena of your life. While the pandemic has challenged us in more ways than
one, it is the portrayal of professionalism that calls for an optimistic outlook, a positive
approach and a never-ending hunt of silver linings despite the clouds surmounting.
Understanding the difficulties facing our students across the country, and to provide as
much comfort and ease as possible in your academic journey, the ICSI had decided upon
various relaxations, the postponement of June 2021 Examinations being one of them.
With the situations easing and the number of cases reducing, it was deemed fit that the
Examinations may be conducted in August 2021. Furthermore, realizing the issue of
displacement in these times, the ICSI recently opened the window for change of
Examination Centres. An opt-out facility has also been provided for the students of Old
Syllabus.
As the old saying goes, that we cannot change the direction of the winds but we can
definitely change the direction of the sails of a boat. Similarly, although the pandemic has
no doubt created turbulence but with determination, dedication and discipline we can
strive to achieve pinnacles of success. July being the ‘Student Month’ at ICSI, I hope that
the activities planned and the initiatives being launched shall prove to be not only
knowledge enhancing but shall play a key role in your overall personality development.
Given the fact that the Examinations are approaching, I am sure that you would have put
your study mode on geared up yourselves to take a heads on approach to sail through
the same.
Stay safe ! Stay healthy !
With warm regards,

(CS Nagendra D. Rao)
President
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India
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Academic Guidance
MONOPOLY FORM OF MARKET AND ITS IMPACTS*
Introduction
A market structure characterized by a single seller, selling a unique product in the market. In a
monopoly market, the seller faces no competition, as he is the sole seller of goods with no close
substitute. In a monopoly market, factors like government license, ownership of resources, copyright
and patent and high starting cost make an entity a single seller of goods. All these factors restrict the
entry of other sellers in the market. Monopolies also possess some information that is not known to
other sellers.
Impacts of Monopoly
The negative impacts of monopoly on an economy are as under:
i)

Price fixing : Since monopolies are sole providers of goods they can set any price they choose.
This is called price-fixing. They can do this regardless of demand because they know consumers
have no alternative. It's especially true when there is inelastic demand for goods and services.

ii)

Diminishing product quality: Not only can monopolies raise prices, but they also
can supply inferior products. This may happen in some urban neighbourhoods, where grocery
stores are aware of the few options available to residents.

iii)

Loss of innovation: Monopolies lose any incentive to innovate or provide "new and improved"
products. A 2017 study by the National Bureau of Economic Research found that U.S. businesses
have invested less than expected since 2000 due to a decline in competition.

iv)

Inflation: Monopolies give birth to inflation. Since they can set any prices as per their desire, it
result into increasing of costs for consumers. It's called cost-push inflation. A good example of
how this works is the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). The 13 oilexporting countries in OPEC are home to nearly 80% of the world's proven oil reserves.

Monopoly Scenario in India – Interesting Facts
The ten companies in India which enjoys either full monopoly or substantial monopoly are as under:
i)

IRCTC : IRCTC (Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation) is a state-owned entity and
the only player in the Indian markets that operate in the Industry. This makes it a monopoly as
consumers have no other alternative. The company was founded in the year 1845. It is one of the
largest railways in the world and is one of the world’s largest employers. Rail networks are
generally considered as ‘Natural Monopolies’. This is because only one train can use the rack at a
given time.

* Dr. Akinchan Buddhodev Sinha, Deputy Director, The ICSI.
Views expressed in the Article are the sole expression of the Author and may not express the views of the Institute.
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HAL : The Hindustan Aeronautics India Limited (HAL) represents the Indian aviation industry
and plays a very important role in the Indian defense sector. The company a set up in 1940 by
Walchand Hirachand and the Government of Mysore, with the aim of manufacturing aircraft in
India. Today the company is state-owned and is associated with designing, fabricating, and
assembling aircraft, jet engines, helicopters, and their spare parts.

iii)

Nestle – Cerelac : Cerelac is the brand of instant cereal made by Nestle for infants 6 months and
older as a supplement for breast milk. Nestle is one of the world’s leading nutrition, health, and
wellness company which was set up in 1866 in Switzerland. It has spent more than a century in
the Indian markets over the years has become an undisputed market leader in the baby food
segment. It has an undisputed market share of 96.5% despite functioning in an open to all
industry.

iv)

Hindustan zinc : Hindustan Zinc Ltd. is the world’s second-largest zinc-lead miner and holds
a 78% market share in India’s primary zinc industry. The company was incorporated as Metal
Corporation of India in 1966 as a Public sector undertaking. Today the company is a subsidiary
of Vedanta Limited which owns a 64.9% stake in the Company while the Government of India
holds a 29.5% minority stake.

v)

ITC : Although the company has diversified into a conglomerate in the last century. Despite this,
its cigarette business still holds 77% a strong position in the Indian markets. This can be
attributed to the expertise the company has developed in the field and a willingness to develop
products to match the evolving taste of different types of consumers.
ITC’s wide range of brands includes Insignia, India Kings, Classic, Gold Flake, American Club,
Navy Cut, Players, Scissors, Capstan, Berkeley, Bristol, Flake, Silk Cut, Duke & Royal. Apart from a
market experience, another advantage that the brand has is its supply chain and distribution
network which spans across the country.

vi)

Marico : Oil Products: Marico is one of the well-known FMCG companies in India but the
majority of its success lies in its two brands ‘Saffola’ and ‘Parachute’. The company has come a
long way in the segment despite being around for only 3 decades. Safola which competes in
the premium refined edible oil segment has maintained its market leadership with a share
of 73%. ‘Parachute’ on the other hand holds a market share of 59%. These also form up to 90%
of their income.

vii)

Pidilite : Pidilite’s product range includes adhesives and sealants (Fevicol and M-seal),
construction and paint chemicals (Dr. Fixit), automotive chemicals, industrial adhesives, and
industrial & textile resins. It is the leader in the adhesive and industrial chemical market with a
market share of 70%.

ix)

CONCOR : Container Corporation of India Limited (CONCOR) is a Public Sector Undertaking
managed by the Indian Ministry of Railways. The company was set up in 1966 with the aim of
containerizing cargo transport in the country. Concor’s core businesses include that of cargo
carrier; terminal operator, warehouse operator & MMLP operation. They hold a market share in
domestic business of 68.52% in 2019-20.

x)

BHEL : BHEL is India’s largest engineering and manufacturing enterprise in the energy and
infrastructure sectors and also a leading power equipment manufacturer globally. Its services
and products range from power-thermal, hydro, gas. Nuclear and solar PV, transmission,
transportation, defense & aerospace, oil & gas, and water. It also holds the single largest market
share in the emission control equipment business in India.
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Conclusion
In order to ensure providing goods and services of high quality at fair prices to consumers it is essential
to have competition. Monopoly due to their complete power on the market quite often exploit the
consumers by charging exorbitant price from the poor customers. For economic development of a
nation it is essential that competition in various sectors of the economy is encouraged so that there is
fair distribution of wealth among various sections of the population.
Reference
1. https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/definition/monopoly
2. https://tradebrains.in/indian-companies-monopoly/
3. https://www.thebalance.com/monopoly-4-reasons-it-s-bad-and-its-history-3305945
***
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material contained herein should do so after cross checking with the
original source.
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